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CIRCULAR/12/2019-20                                                                              25 th December,2019. 

Friends, 

Greetings & Best wishes to all of you. 

We are on the threshold of a new year- a year that opens with the whole country agog in 

protest over the NRC and CAA legislations. Such spontaneous outbursts of people’s anger 

have not been seen in recent years. AIFUCTO feels proud in extending its support to the 

revolutionary zeal of the people in fighting such draconian legislations. 

Earlier this month The XXXth Statutory Conference of AIFUCTO was held at Bhubaneswar 

between Decetber 7 and 9, 2019. It was an extremely successful conference that saw 

hundreds of teachers from across the country enthusiastically participating in the 

deliberations. We express our sincere gratitude to the organisers who despite strong 

attempts of sabotage successfully shifted the venue to Ekamra College premises when they 

were notified in the last minute about the cancellation of the venue that was previously 

fixed. A seminar on the New Education Policy was held on December 8, 2019- the second day 

of the conference, a detailed Report of which can be found in this issue of Teachers’ 

Movement. The highlight of this years Conference was the election for the various offices of 

AIFUCTO including those of General Secretary and President. 

We congratulate all on being elected and look forward to some fruitful interaction with 

them. 

 

At the same time many office bearers retired from AIFUCTO as well. They include 

➢ Prof.S P Lawande,VP(Maharashtra) 

➢ Prof.H C Singh VP(UP) 

➢ Dr.Oleena ZS(Kerela) 

➢ Dr.KDamodaran NS(Kerela) 

➢ Prof.ManasBehra NS(Odisha) 

➢ Prof.DusyantNayak VP(Odisha) and others. 

 

 We appreciate their contribution and cooperation to make AIFUCTO such a strong union of 

teachers of the country. 

AIFUCTO passed a movement resolution which is being sent to you separately and also you 

can find it in this issue of TM. 

Impotant to note: 
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1)AIFUCTO resolved to support All India Strike called upon by the co-ordition committee of 

all central trade unions on 8th Janauary,2020.We are going to support the strike on the 

following issues; 

a)Brutal attack on teachers & students in different universities like 

JNU,DU,JMI,JU,BHU,IIT,TISS etc across the country during their peaceful protest . 

b)Pay scale,Service condition and absorption of Adhoc,Block Grant and Guest Teachers 

throughout the country. 

c) Pay Scale and Service conditions for unadded college teachers. 

d)Uniform implemention of UGC scales & pension across the country. 

e)Old pension for all categories of teachers.etc 

Friends, Government in centre is ready to introduce NEP in budget session of parliament.Its 

our prime responsibility to moblise our masses to organise protest demanding central 

government to withdraw NEP. 

The date of protest before parliament will be announced very soon after consultation with 

fraternal organisations. 

We are going to hold a meeting of newly elected  office bearers of AIFUCTO at Kanpur(UP) 

on 19th Janauary,2020 to discuss all these issues including distribution of responsibilities of 

the office bearers.Detail informations about this meeting has been sent separately to all 

newly elected office bearers. 

AIFUCTO expresses its heartfelt greetings & best wishes for New Year-2020. 

Yours friendly, 

 

 
Dr. Arun Kumar 
General Secretary    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


